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Our design experts help you select the appropriate color and color 
temperature to accent and compliment the interior design color 
palette that you have richly invested in. By focusing on matching the 
color of the illuminated surface (carpet, chairs, etc.), Tivoli will identify 
the appropriate LED color that makes your colors remain true to the 
visible eye creating more visible and useful illumination.

Our dedicated professionals can make product and mounting height 
recommendations that help ensure your applications are properly
illuminated as well as abiding by all applicable and mandated codes. 
Tivoli is your guide to help ensure your patrons safety. All of our 
products meet and exceed the recommended levels for the Life Safety 
code*. 

AMC Fallbrook CA, United States

Original Usher wall lighting generation with 4” 
spacing and amber LEDs - 12VDC, used with 
refl ective Bullnose and Two Tone carpet to fl oor 
installation for step and aisle delineation.

When Color & Safety Matter -- Tivoli Is The Choice.

As an innovation leader in the LED linear market, Tivoli utilizes unique color
rendering technologies in our lighting systems to provide a complete spectrum 
of illumination. We maximize the visibility provided by our products specifi cally to 
ensure patron safety and reduce owner’s liability. This technology transforms your 
auditoriums from one-dimensional lighting to full spectrum illumination while
providing the safest illumination for your theaters and patrons.

AMC Tustin CA, United States

* Life Safety Code requires that the failure of any single lighting unit cannot cause the light 
levels to fall below 0.2 foot candles
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AMC & Tivoli - Together In The Evolution Of Cinema Lighting.

AMC Esplanade - Phoenix AZ, United States

In a few markets, AMC offers the Dine-In Theaters with “Cinema Suites”, “Fork & 
Screen” and “Prime” audiotoriums. Select locations offer the option to order full meals 
& alcoholic beverages. Tivoli’s beacon light was customized specifi cally for AMC to 
enhance customer
experience.

Combinations of direct and hidden light sources can accentuate both function and 
aesthetics when designing these increasingly popular, high-end venue. Tivoli can
coordinate with both designer and architect to customize products to achieve the 
desired illumination and effect.

Fantasma Wall Platinum Series (in yellow) used in VIP Counter
application effectively provides illumination for menu viewing with 
house lights dimmed during performances.

Tivoli developed an all new Platinum Usher Wall Lighting system 
with 12” spacing and 3 LED cluster for AMC. Traditionally placed 
on the fi rst and last step with softsteps illumination and bullnose 
steps. 

Tivoli developed an all new Platinum Usher Wall Lighting system 
with 12” spacing and 3 LED cluster for AMC. Traditionally placed 
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AMC & Tivoli - Together In The Evolution Of Cinema Lighting.

Beacon Seat Row Marker
Indoor/Outdoor seat, rail and wall 

lighting

SoftStep™ II Platinum Series
Auditorium and stadium step lighting

Usher™ Platinum Series
Wall mounted, fl oor or step 

illumination

Tivoli utilizes a varied or mixed approach of illumination with beacons on seats, softstep on tread/riser step locations 
and usher wall lighting providing wash lighting across the aisles. The combination of the 3 styles of lighting provided a low 
glare comfortable experience to the patrons while providing even illumination that meet safety codes.

Usher™ Platinum Series
Wall mounted, fl oor or step 
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The Future of Venue and Theatrical Lighting - Latest projects 

Vetrinini Seat Light
Tivoli’s design department succeeded in developing a recessed mount seat light fixture to achieve forward throw
illumination in dine in theatres where the extended landing width is greater than standard. Resulting in an installation 
meeting required lighting standards.

The 12V seat light is recessed into the side of the seat within a moisture proof housing with warm white LEDs and
yellow frosted lens. (see above photo)

LED Framing Linear Projector - High Power
Tivoli is engaged with AMC to address a special circumstance where local municipal codes require above minimum 
lighting requirements then the notional code. Light level maintained 0.5fc at the front of the auditorium in front of the 
screen

To achieve this, Tivoli is working directly with Philips, Future Electronics and Neo Neon to develop a top/down ceiling 
projected framed light source with cross beam illumination. This project is currently in development and expected to 
finalize early 2015

2015/2016 Innovative Products Developments
Standard Fantasma wall light modified by adding 2nd circuit high power LEDs to achieve 1fc during ingress and egress.

Tivoli is researching color changing RGB technologies to create theme environments at exhibition halls and
entertainment venues.
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ABOUT TIVOLI

Tivoli is the original innovator with over 40 years experience in incandescent & LED based linear lighting products.

The complete line of Tivoli Venue Lighting solutions are designed for aesthetic quality, performance, functionality and durability

Our venue systems are designed for functionality, safety and low maintenance in compliance with the NFPA 101 Life Safety Code. 
Our Platinum Series features the newest standard in theater lighting offering a full replaceable LED lighting system and is
incorporated into our complete line of LED Guide, Step, Wall and Seat Lighting products.

Using our expertise with color mixing LEDs for theater lighting we have created incandescent color equivalents and even
improvement to incandescent using LED color mixes.

As the market leader in emerging LED linear lighting, we offer a complete line of architectural, signage and auditorium linear LED 
based lighting systems. Our products are flexible, adaptable energy-saving LED-based linear lighting products for broad architectural / 
commercial applications, both indoor and out.

- Lighting is our business, Color is our concern.


